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GOOGLE TRENDS
Google Maps GIS Google Earth
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Linear Scale (y)
Searches by keyword relative to all searches
Demonstrates order of magnitude
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NON GOOGLE GIS IS NOT DEAD!
• 14k People ESRI User Conference
– Compared RGS – 1-1.5k
– Compared AAG – 9k
• GIS needs to redefine the market – Science!
– Google - Visualisation
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14%
http://www.gismonitor.com/news/pr/110702_Daratech.pdf

























• Global Spending  $1.8bn
– $544 million was spent by U.S. federal, state and local 
government agencies (~30%)
– ESRI has roughly 80 percent of the software market 
share in the US federal state and local government
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    ,     
(~$435m )
WHAT IS GIS?- ARCGIS
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WHAT IS GIS?- MANIFOLD
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http://www.manifold.net/news/5_layertrans.jp
WHAT IS GIS?- MAPINFO
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WHAT IS GIS?- MAPPOINT
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WHAT IS GIS? – WEB GIS
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WHAT IS GIS? – WEB GIS
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PERVASIVE GIS FOR THE GOOGLE GENERATION?
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PERVASIVE GIS FOR THE GOOGLE GENERATION?
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PERVASIVE GIS FOR THE GOOGLE GENERATION?
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PERVASIVE GIS FOR THE GOOGLE GENERATION?
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PERVASIVE GIS FOR THE GOOGLE GENERATION?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TomTom




In studying and/or promoting web-
technology the phrase Web 2 0 can
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2
http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-20.html
,    .   
refer to a perceived second 
generation of web-based communities 
and hosted services — such as 
social-networking sites, wikis, and 
folksonomies — which aim to facilitate 
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creativity, collaboration, and sharing
between users.
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BRANGELINA (BRAD AND ANGELINA)
http://googlesightseeing.com/2007/05/24/angelina-jolies-geocache-tattoo/
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BRANGELINA (BRAD AND ANGELINA)
http://googlesightseeing.com/2007/05/24/angelina-jolies-geocache-tattoo/
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OPENSTREETMAP - VOLUNTEERED GI - WIKIFICATION
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FLICKR- VOLUNTEERED GI - WIKIFICATION
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MEMORY MAP - VOLUNTEERED GI - WIKIFICATION
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RESEARCH?
PUBLICPROFILER
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LONDON PROFILER – TRANSPARENCY
100%
50%
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LONDON PROFILER – IMD
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• 26 countries in America, Europe, Asia and 
Oceania
• Total population of 1 billion people (individual level 
data for 300 million people)
• 10.8 million unique surnames
• 6.5 million unique forenames
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... Rodríguez
...• Several iterations until self-contained cluster is exhausted
• Cluster assigned an Onomap Type
LONDON PROFILER – MULTICULTURAL ATLAS
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LONDON PROFILER – MULTICULTURAL ATLAS
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LONDON PROFILER –
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Close Legend
RADIO 4 – CREDIT CRUNCH
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VISUALISATION Virtual Places & Virtual Globes – Second Life





• Global pin board
• Meta data?
• Google type technology – display / sharing
– What about the science?
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